Grid computing allows users to locate computing resources and data dynamically during the computation. One of the main challenges in Grid computing is efficient selection of resources for the tasks submitted by users. Resource Selection is the most crucial phase in grid scheduling and resource management. The goal of selection is to identify a list of authenticated resources that are available in the grid for job submission and to choose the best node. The challenges for the best resource selection involve analysis of several factors such as prediction time to run a job, access restriction to resources, and cost to use resources. In this paper we present a DBRS (Decision based Resource Selection) architecture that combines these influential factors and make the resource selection process more effective. We proposed the decision-making process which includes time utility function, price utility function and resource assessment and based upon these values we calculate multi attribute value. Then according to the multi utility
values we rank the resources. The resource having highest multi utility values given highest rank and got selected for job submission.
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